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ABSTRACT

In this paper a scheme for efficient system partitioning of compu-
tation in wireless sensor networks is presented. Local computation
of the sensor data in wireless networks can be highly energy-effi-
cient, because redundant communication costs can be reduced. It
is important to develop energy-efficient signal processing algo-
rithms to be run at the sensor nodes. This paper presents a tech-
nique to optimize system energy by parallelizing computation
through the network and by exploiting underlying hooks for
power management. By parallelizing computation, the voltage
supply level and clock frequency of the nodes can be lowered,
which reduces energy dissipation. A 60% energy reduction for a
sensor application of source localization is demonstrated. The
results are generalized for finding optimal voltage and frequency
operating points that lead to minimum system energy dissipation.

1.  INTRODUCTION

In a variety of military and civil applications, large arrays of mac-
rosensors are being used for environment sensing and monitoring.
Currently there is a shift towards networks of microsensor nodes,
for reasons such as lower cost and ease of deployment. Research
has shown that doing signal processing locally at the sensor node
level can be highly energy-efficient because this reduces redun-
dant data transmission in the network [1]. This brings new chal-
lenges in the design of energy-efficient signal processors and
sensor algorithm implementation for the microsensor nodes,
which typically are energy-constrained.

One well established technique at the chip level is to exploit
parallelism and voltage scaling [2]. By parallelizing computation,
the clock rate can be reduced allowing for a reduction of the sup-
ply voltage [3]. This paper extends this notion for wireless sys-
tems by proposing methods for system partitioning of
computation in wireless sensor nodes.

2.  WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS

A wireless microsensor node is typically energy-constrained, so
therefore it is important to prolong the lifetimes of the sensors by
using energy-efficient design. One way to improve energy-effi-
ciency, is to have sensor collaboration between the nodes through
the wireless network. Closely located sensors have highly corre-
lated data, so to reduce redundant information in the network, sen-
sors are grouped in clusters and signal processing is done locally
within a cluster. Through signal processing, the nodes can extract
the important and relevant information, therefore reducing com-
munication costs. Therefore, it is important to design low-power

signal processors for the node, and also to consider energy-e
cient system partitioning of the computation among the sens
nodes.

For this analysis, we will assume that the microsensors with
a cluster are homogenous. We will assume that each sensor n
has a battery, low power radio, microphone, A/D, and is equipp
with a low power StrongARM (SA-1100) microprocessor fo
computation. Fig. 1 shows the architectural overview of a sens
node. Digitized data from analog sensors are sent to an SA-1
processor, which communicates with adjacent nodes through a
GHz radio transceiver. Using a DC-DC converter, the voltage su
ply and clock frequency of the SA-1100 can be dynamical
changed as the system adapts to changing conditions. The
1100 can be programmed to run at clock speeds of 74-206 M
with voltage supplies ranging from 0.85-1.44 V.

Figure 1:  Architectural overview of a sensor node.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of Line of Bearing (LOB) estimation
application.
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An application for distributed wireless sensors is source local-
ization by Line of Bearing (LOB) estimation of acoustic sources.
LOB estimation for source localization is important in many mili-
tary and civil surveillance systems. Fig. 2 shows a block diagram
of the LOB estimation algorithm. The first part of LOB estimation
is to transform the sensor data into the frequency domain through
a 1024 pt. FFT. Then the FFT coefficients are combined using a
frequency-domain delay-and-sum beamforming algorithm. They
are beamformed in 12 uniform directions. The direction which has
the most signal energy is the LOB of the source. Multiple LOB’s
can be combined at the basestation, to calculate the source’s loca-
tion.

3.  SYSTEM PARTITIONING

For a fixed latency requirement, energy dissipation can be reduced
by distributing computation among the sensor nodes. By parallel-
izing the computation, the voltage supply and clock speed can
both be lowered, in order to reduce energy dissipated. The energy
dissipated by the StrongARM is modeled by

Ecomp = NCVdd
2 (1)

where N is the number of clock cycles,C is the total average
capacitance being switched by the executing program, per clock
cycle, andVdd is the operating voltage [4]. The relation between

the clock speed,f, and the voltage supply can be modeled as

(2)

whereα, K, c andVT, are processor dependent variables. The fre-

quency-voltage relation is linearized in order to simplify the cal-
culations. The constant ,c, is only necessary for short-channel
effects or whenVdd is close to the threshold voltage,VT of the

devices.
For example, if computation,C, can be computed using two

parallel functional units instead of one, then the throughput is
increased by two. However if the latency is fixed, instead by using
a clock frequency off/2, and voltage supply ofVdd/2, then the

energy is reduced by 4 times over the non-parallel case.
Fig. 3 demonstrates how energy dissipation is reduced by par-

titioning the computation for LOB estimation in a 7 sensor cluster.
The partitioning can be done in 2 ways.

In system partition #1 all sensors (S1-S7) sense data, and
transmit the raw data to the cluster-head, where the seven FFT’s

and beamforming is run. This technique will be called thedirect
technique. The cluster-head is a sensor within the cluster, r
domly chosen to do the beamforming and LOB estimation ta
and to transmit the result back to the end-user. Note that due
the assumption that all sensors are homogeneous, the cluster-
is also energy-constrained. In order to be within the end-use
latency requirement of 20 msec, all of the computation is run
the cluster-head at the fastest clock speed,f=206 MHz and at a
voltage supply of 1.44V. The energy dissipated by the compu
tion is 6.2mJ and the latency is 19.2 msec.

In system partition #2, the FFT task is parallelized. This wi
be called thedistributed technique. In this scheme, the senso
nodes sense data and perform the 1024 pt. FFT’s on the d
before transmitting the FFT data to the cluster-head. At the clu
ter-head, the beamforming and LOB estimation is done. Witho
dynamic voltage scaling, performing the FFT’s with the distrib
uted technique has no energy advantage over the direct techni
This is because performing the FFT’s at the sensor node does
reduce the amount of data that needs to be transmitted. Thus
communication costs remain the same.

However, by adding circuitry to perform dynamic voltag
scaling (DVS), the node can take advantage of the paralleliz
computation load by allowing voltage and frequency to be scal
while still meeting latency constraints of 20 msec. For example
the FFT’s at the sensor nodes are run at 0.85V voltage supply
74 MHz clock speed while the beamforming algorithm is run
1.17V voltage supply and 162 MHz clock speed, then with laten
of 18.4 msec we only dissipate 3.4mJ of energy, which is a 45.2
improvement in energy dissipation. This example shows that e
cient system partitioning by parallelism can yield large energ
reductions.

In order to determine the acceptable latency, we need to exa
ine the timing diagrams associated with the algorithm. Fig.

f
K Vdd VT–( )α

Vdd
-------------------------------------- K Vdd c–( )≈≤

Figure 3: a) System partition #1: Direct Technique: All of the computa-
tion is done at the cluster-head. b) System partition #2: Distributed
Technique: Distribute the FFT computation among all sensors.
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Figure 4: (a) Timing diagram for system partition #1 (b) Timing dia-
gram for system partition #2.
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shows the timing diagram for system partition #1, and Fig. 4b
shows the timing diagram for system partition #2. For both sce-
narios, at timet, the sensors begin sensing acoustic data from the
microphones. We are assuming a 1 kHz sampling frequency, so
that after 1 second, 1024 samples are buffered, and the nodes can
begin processing the data. Note, that while the computation is
being done, at the same time, new data is being collected from the
microphones. From these diagrams it is easy to see how the com-
putation is parallelized to the nodes. In Fig. 4a, you can see the
nodes transmitting their data to the cluster-head, where the LOB
estimation is performed. In Fig. 4b, the FFT is processed at the
nodes, before being transmitted to the cluster-head.

The constraint of the allowable latency of the computation is

, whereTreq is the required latency of

the end-user,τtx is the time allotted for the nodes to transmit to the

cluster-head, andτmisc incorporates other latencies due to miscel-

laneous tasks. We have assumed thatTreq is 100 msec,τtx is 40

msec,τmisc is 20 msec, so that .

In order to use the proposed system partitioning technique,
Tcomp must be within the range of:

(3)

whereNfft andNbf are the cycle counts for the two tasks, andfmax

andfmin, are the maximum and minimum frequencies possible. If

Tcompviolates the lower limit, then there is never enough time to

complete the computation. If the upper limit is violated, then the
computation will always be operated at the lowest frequency and
voltage levels for minimal energy dissipation.

4.  OPTIMAL VOLTAGE-FREQUENCY SCHEDULING

In this paper a method is suggested for finding the optimal operat-
ing voltage and frequency for a distributed sensor system. This is
important, because the system should adjust operating voltages
and frequencies of the sensor nodes to changes in system parame-
ters (e.g. number of sensors, number of samples, etc.). Fig. 5
shows a plot of the energy dissipated for system partition #1 for all
possible frequency operating points <ffft , fbf> for a 7 sensor cluster

based on StrongARM SA-1100 measurements. The solid line

denotes the curve for total constant latency of 20 msec. Typica
the equal latency curve is highly non-linear. And as the range
voltages and frequencies widens, it becomes difficult to find t
optimal operating point.

In order to find the optimal operating voltage, we want to min
imize the total energy for anM sensor cluster

Etot = MNfftCVfft
2+ NbfCVbf

2 (4)

with the latency constraint that

(5)

Vfft andVbf are the operating voltages of the two tasks. From E

4 in order to minimize energy, voltage and frequency should
minimized, but from Eq. 5 the frequency must be large enough
satisfy the latency constraint.

To find the optimal voltage and frequency operating point
Eq. 2 is substituted into Eq. 5, and a Lagrangian minimizatio
problem is solved to get the relation betweenVbf andVfft .

(6)

Eq. 6 is substituted this back into Eq. 5 and solve forVfft , Vbf, ffft ,

andfbf.

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

These equations for the frequency and voltage levels indicate t
in general it is desirable to run the parallelized task (FFT) at low
voltage and lower frequency than that of the non-parallelized ta
(beamforming). Note, that the StrongARM does not have cont
uous voltage and frequency levels, which are assumed by the a
ysis. A practical quantization scheme is as follows. First calcula
fbf from Eq. 10, and round up to the next closest frequency poi

Then use Eq. 5, to findffft . These frequencies map directly into th

minimum possible voltage supply levels <Vfft , Vbf>. On average

this scheme, will lead to predictions which are the same as th
operating points which give the minimum energy dissipated.

Fig. 6 compares the energy dissipated for the direct techniq
vs. that for the distributed technique with optimal voltage sched
ing asM is increased from 3-10. This plot shows that a 30-65
energy reduction can be achieved with the system partitioni
scheme. In order to calculateNfft andNbf, as a function ofM sen-

sors, the FFT and beamforming algorithms were run on the S
1100:

Nfft = 200.73 kcycles (11)

Nbf = 319.3M + 341.6 kcycles (12)
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Figure 5: Minimum energy dissipated for system partition #1, on
the StrongARM for LOB estimation of 7 sensors as a function of all
possible operating frequencies for the FFT and the beamforming,
<ffft , fbf>.
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Measurements taken from the SA-1100 show that the processor
dependent variables,K=239.28 MHz/V andc = 0.5V.

5.  GENERALIZED RESULTS

This partitioning scheme can be generalized to any sensor applica-
tion where parallelism can be exploited. If there are two tasks,A
andB, each of which can be characterized by their cycle counts,
NA andNB, respectively.A is the task to be parallelized to theM

sensor nodes, andB is non-parallelized. Now the two system parti-
tioning schemes can be compared, the first being the serial scheme
where there is no parallelization and the second is the optimal
scheme where taskA is parallelized and each task is run at the
optimal voltage-frequency. Also the bandwidth between the nodes
and cluster-head does not change for the two schemes. In the
serial scheme, the frequency of the cluster-head is set to

(13)

The ratio of Edirect, the energy of the direct technique to

, the energy of the optimal distributed technique, is cal-

culated to be approximately

(14)

where D=2cKT/NB. Fig. 7 shows a plot of the energy ratio,

, asM increases and for differing cycle ratios,

NA/NB. In general as the number nodes increases, there is more

opportunity for parallelization, and there is an increase in energy
savings. For a particularM, when the computation for the parallel-
ized taskA, is relatively large (e.g.,NA/NB=5), then there is a more

energy savings. This means that a large part of the computation is
being parallelized, and therefore the voltage and frequency can be
reduced a great deal. We can achieve up to 70x energy reduction
over the serial scheme. However, even when the computation in
task A, is small compared to that for taskB (e.g. NA/NB=0.05),

then only about 2x energy savings can be achieved. These results
assume a large range of voltage-frequency operating points.

If we take the limit of Eq. 14 asNA goes to infinity, or as the

amount of computation for taskA gets larger and larger, then the

upper limit of the energy savings isM2. This shows that by using
parallelism, there is a potential for a great deal of energy saving

6.  CONCLUSIONS

Partitioning the computation for LOB estimation in wireless se
sors is important for energy-efficiency. By parallelizing computa
tion, energy reductions of up to 60% can be achieved in a sou
localization application. Finding the optimal voltage and fre
quency operating points becomes difficult as the number of vo
age levels and frequency levels increases. A method for finding
optimal voltage and frequency levels is introduced, which can
computed as a function of the number of sensors in the clus
Using measurements from the StrongARM SA-1100 this tec
nique is verified for a source tracking algorithm. Results for th
general case are shown.
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Figure 6: Comparing energy dissipated for the direct techinque vs.
the distributed technique.
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